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The recrystallization mechanisn for solid phase growth of poly-Si filns
ion irnplantation on quartz substrates is clarified on
basis
of an experimental finding obtained. through the TEl4 observation. It the
is
found
that the preferential growth in the <112> d.irections leads to formation
of
the dendritic structure. By making use of the above mechanism, large sizes
of grai-ns up to 6 yy have been successfully attained. leading to the increase
of the el-ectron mobility up to 166 e#/v.s.
amorphized by

1.

INTRODUCTION

The poly_Si TFTs ( tfrin
film
transistors) on quartz substrates have
atlracted nuch attention in view of
appllcation to TFT i-ntegrated cireuits that
serve as key elenents for LCDs, contact
image sensors, and thermal printer head.sl)i).
In order to improve the electron
mobility in poly-Sl TFTs, attempts to
enlarge the grain sizes in the poly-Si films
have been mad.e with the use of the solid_
phase-growth technol-o gy3) il.
However, few
efforts have been devoted so far to
understanding the fundernental meehanisn for
the recrystallization process of the poly_
Si films on quartz substrates.
The purpose of this paper is to
demonstrate for the first
time the
recrystalllzation mechanism for the sol-id
phase growth of poly-Si films on quartz
substrates. This meehani_sm is clarified
from an experimental finding through the TEM
observation. It is al_so shown that the
mechanism has been suecessfully applied to
obtain the grian size as large as 6 y .

2.

TEM OBSERVATION OF RECRYSTALLIZATION
PROCESS

IN

SOLID PHASE

GROWTH

The poly-Si films were deposited on
quartz substrates by the low_pressure
chemical vapor deposition at approximatelly
oC. The
640
fil-ms were amorphized by Si+
implantation and then annealed in a dry
nitrogen atomosphersr Figs.1 ("), (b), ("),
and (d) show the TEM micrographs of the Si
films after annealing at 600"C for O hour, 2
hours, 4 hours, and 6 hours, respectively.
In Fig.1 (a) r we observe the di_ffraction
pattern of halo shape, showi-ng anorphous
structure in the inplanted fil_m, In Fig.1
(b), we can find nuclei_ produeed. in the
amorphous film obtained after anneali_ng for
2 hours. In Fig.t (c)r there have appeared.
a few ellipt,ica1 grains containing twin
boundarles (aryow) after annealing for 4
hours, In Fig.l (d), there have appeared
dendritic graln after anneali_ng for 6 hours.
In the inset of Fig.1 (d) , a l-ot of extra
spots are observed in additi-on to the no::mar{110} spots, showing the presenee of twlns.
Twin boundaries extend. toward the <112>
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Fig.1 TEl,l micrographs of poly-Si fihns implanted and annealed at 500"C for
(a) Oh, (b) 2h, (c) /rh, (a) 6h, together with the diffraction patterns in
the inset of (a) and. (d).
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3.

RECRYSTALLIZATION I\MCHANISM
FOR SOLID PHASE

GROWTH

(|

Based. upon TFnl observation of the
recrystallization process as shor^rn in Fig.1t
we propose the recrystallization meehanisn

lO) nucleotion

STEP.2
twin

In step 1, the t110]
textured. nucleati-on occurs at the initial
stage of annealing process in the amorphous
During the solid phase growth in
Si filn.
step 2, the formatlon of twi-ns (hatched.
regions) fottowed by the growth of
elliptical grains occurs. Finally, in step
3 other twins (indicated by A and A/ ) are
also forned and then preperential growth in
the <112> d.irections follows, leadi-ng to
formation of the d.endritic grai-ns.
The behavior of the twin boundary in
the preferential growth of the crystal is
shown in Fig.3. The TE['I nicrograph of an
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given in Fig.2.
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t) twln boundory

STEP 3

(fl)

twin boundory

Fig.2 Schenatic il-lustration of the
recrystallization mechanisn for solid
phase growth.
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Fig./o Cross-sectional TEl"l micrograph
of poly-Si filur anorphi_zed by two
step implantation and its diffraction

3l
nucleotion site

pattern.
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containing still_ polyerystalline regions
near the Si-substrate interface. In view of
the above d.isadvantager we adopt in this
work two step implantation with both high
and low acceleration energy given perfectly
amorphized poly-Si films throughout the fil_m
uniformly. Fig.d shows the cross_sectional_
TH,,l micrograph of the amorphized poly-Si
film by two step implantati-on (t3OteV and
50keV) and its diffraction
pattern
consisting of hal_os. It is seen that the

otomic step

(b)
Fig.3
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twin boundory

The behavior of

the

twi_n

bound.ary in the preferential growth,
(a) TEtrul nicrograph of the ellipticai

grain and. (b) sehemati-c il_lustration
of growth of the elliptical grain.

elliptical grain is shown in Fig.J (a). The
elliptical grain in Fig.J (a) contains a
(Tff) twin boundary along <i12> directions,
The extreme edges of the tr^rin boundary at
the crystal surface as shown in Fig.3
(b) can act as nuceation sites for atomlc
steps5)6). At these nucl-eation sites, the
solid phase growth in the <112> directi_ons
is accel-erated, leading to production of the
grains.

/,.

FABRICATION OF LARGE GRAIN SIZE
POLYSILICON FILMS

to
the
above
recrystallizati-on mechanism, poly-Si fil_ms
should be perfectly amorphized to obtain
Large i-nternucl-ear dlstances for enlarging
grain si-zes. In the conventional method the
amorphization of poly-Si filns has been
performed. by one step inplantation.
A
disadvantage of this method 1s that the
obtained filns are not perfectly amorphous,
Accord.ing
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Fig.5 G) TEM micrograph of the grain
growth in solid phase.
(b) Schemati-c illustration of the Tmil
mierograph.
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6.

poly-Si filn has been perfectly amorphized.
The TEM nicrograph of dendritic grains such
films by the solid phase growth and its
schematic illustration are shown i-n Figs.5
(a) and (b),respectively. In these figures
dendritic grai-ns as large as 6 ym are seen.
The large grain size attained is direct
result of the perfect amorphi-zati-on achleved.
by the two step implantation. In factr many
{ttt; twin bound.aries are seen to extended
toward the <112> directions in Fig.5r as
pointed out in step 3 of Fig.2.

5.

The recrystallization mechanism of the
solid phase growth has been cl-arj-fied.
Annealing causes the {110} textured
nucleati-on in an amorphous Si film followed
by the preferential growth in the <112>
directions, leading finally to formation of
the dendritic strueture. Based. on thls
mechanisn we have successfully attained
large grain sizes up to 6 ,po. 0n these
recrystal-Iized poly-Si fllms, p- and nchannel TFTs have been fabri-cated, showing
the field-effect electron mobility elevated
up to 166 c# fv,s.

DEVICE PERFORMANCE

After the solid phase growth, p- and nchannel TFTs were fabricated on the
recrystallized poly-Si films by using the
conventional CM0S process. The typical
subthreshold characteristics of
the
fabricated p- and n-channel TFTs are shown
in Fig.6. Both of the length and width of
the channel- are 10 ;nm. A thickness of the
gate oxi-d.e is 1 300 i.
The threshold.
voltages for p- and n-channel were -5.6V and
2.9Y t respectively. The hole mobility and
the electron mobility cal-curated from the
I-V characteristics were 88 cn3/rr.s and, 166
c# fv.s, respectively. It is apparent that
the increase of nobilitles i-s due to the
enlarged grain sizes.
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Fig.6 Subthreshold characteristlcs of
the p- and n-channel TFTs of size of
W/t=10 yn/10 ,;nr und.er
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